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To become the industry go to solution for 
product management and warehousing.

OUR AIM

ABOUT OUR 
COMPANY

Catering for a wide range of industries solving common issues

Industry leading software that launches companies into a new era of management.
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We listen to you,
the customer…

Platform Development
Sam Cornish

Pick Pack Direct, or PPd for short is a UK based 
warehouse management system provider that 
up until February of 2019 was just a project that 
gained a lot of attention nationwide.

While that does mean we’re a relatively new com-
pany, our years of experience in the field means 
we are more than up to the task. This is evident as 
our warehouse management system is tested and 
implemented within a multitude of warehouses 
around the UK already. 

We encourage commitment at PPd, we enjoy being 
able to grow with your business and take pride in 
forming a meaningful relationship.                       

Communication is a key element for us as it grants 
the customer the assurance that we will always be 
available to deal with any issues as they arise.

We’re unique in how we work, we’re happy to 
customise our software to fit a customers specific 
needs, PPd is highly adaptable in how it can be 
implemented within a company.

“Our vision here at PPd is to encourage 
companies to break the mould in terms of 
allowing what a warehouse management 
system is capable of.”

Pick Pack Direct loves to 
answer questions, we will 
happily talk with you to 
answer any queries no matter 
how big or small they may 
seem.

Would you like to find out 
more about our company? 
Or just have a query? Call 
this number to have a chat 
with us - 02921 921790

One of the biggest questions revolving around ware-
house and stock management is, “can we be more  
efficient?” Typically, the answer is a yes, which is where 
we come in.

PPd grants business owners a login which gives them the ability 
to track their stock as it flows around the warehouse in real time, 
with easy to read graphs and charts. This eliminates the need to 
compile bloated, hard to read reports as our customers can quickly 
log in and find the specific information they require, at any point 
throughout the day. 

Through the information compiled by PPd, users will be able to find 
out what’s working well and what needs improvement within their 
warehouses. Armed with this information businesses can make  
positive changes, increasing both profit and efficiency. 

We give our customers the freedom to take control of their own  
businesses. 

Pick Pack Direct is unique in many ways, one of them is through our 

ecological stance through creating a method of paperless warehous-

ing. We realise the huge amount of paper being used is having 

devastating effects on our planet and we want to make sure PPd 

isn’t part of that problem.

The way in which we combat paper strewn warehouses is through a 
simple yet effective tagging system. Each tag has its own unique bar-
code attached to it that when scanned by a picker, lets both the PPd 
system and the picker know what that item is. Our system can then 
track specific tags as they are processed throughout the warehouse 
eliminating the need for pick tickets as it’s all available on demand 
and instantly. 

Our tags are reusable, durable and easier to work with. Providing 
our customers with a cleaner way to manage and work while  
bringing their warehouses into the 21st Century is a key focus for us 

at PPd. 

Increased Efficiency leads 
to an Increase in Profit 

Automate The Process

Industry Experience Quality Assurance Committed to the Customer

Did you know, 
the warehous-
ing industry is 
worth a  
staggering 
£20bn
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www.pickpackdirect.com



 OUR MAIN 
FEATURES

PPd has a myriad of features, let us tell you all 
about them.
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Pick Pack Direct is an all in one, web based 
warehouse management system, we’ve had 
customers from a wide variety of industries 
give us a problem and we’ve managed to use 
PPd software to find a solution every time. 
This is through our modular and highly adapt-
able software, if no other business can do it 
then PPd has the answer.

In terms of warehouse management, multiple 
consignment stock is a specialty of ours, giving 
businesses the freedom to make the most of 
their warehouse while not worrying about 
their system failing is the quality we guarantee. 
Our system can identify which stock is from a 
specific supplier and makes sure to only allow 
a picker to pick the specific suppliers products 
when a sale is made. 

Perishable stock is a difficulty for many 
warehouses. Finding a system that can focus 
on expiration dates is a challenge but PPd can 
do just that. With our First Expired, First Out 
software the system will be able to know what 
items in a warehouse are going to expire first 

as the information will be stored within our tag 
system. PPd will prioritise these items so that 
if any of that perishable item is bought, the 
priority product will be the one with the closest 
expiration date. 

We make sure that our systems are fully scal-
able to fit the growth of our customers.  
Ensuring that no matter how many orders a 
company may get, our management systems 
will be there to help every step of the way. 
Dealing with multi-sku products is something 
our software is more than capable to deal with 
as well, an example from a current system we 
have in place is there are two TV’s the same 
make but different refurb levels. Our system can 
differentiate the two and individually pick them 
out allowing for less confusion when re-selling.

Through our agile project management 
methodology, our customers will be allowed 
into their management systems within the first 
weeks of a deal being made. The system will 
then be built upon as it is being used, allowing 
PPd to focus on pressing issues as they arise 

and implement features that are highly antici-
pated with greater efficiency. 

Pick Pack Direct is a complete package, allowing 
businesses to exceed their limits and grow at a 
faster pace through our easy to use system and 
highly customisable software. 

COMPLETE PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
FROM START TO FINISH

KEY FEATURES

MODULES 

Sometimes, aspects of your business may fall 
outside of the traditional packages PPd offer. 

This is not an issue however, PPd is built to 
allow for custom modules to be implemented 
into the base software, allowing for all the spe-
cific requirements your businesses needs to be 
accounted for in a single piece of software. 

Think of it like adding a browser extension, 
everything still works as intended, except there 
is an added feature to provide assistance now. 

Some examples of this custom work are  
allowing a print management system for a 
magazine ordering business and setting up 
custom feeds between existing databases so 
they all work in tandem. 

Ease of Use for WorkersWorldwide Availability Multi-Warehouse
Ability

Low Operational Cost

Condense all aspects of warehouse operation into one 
easy to manage software. 

MODULES

Your businesses unique quirks 
and requirements compli-

ment our adaptable sections 
perfectly.

REPORTING 

Visually appealing and infor-
mative graphs detailing live 

performance.

Our highly customisable software 

benefits all kinds of industries.

Every aspect 
covered

• Multiple Stock Owners

• Paperless Warehousing

• Returns Managament

• Perishable Stock

• Multiple Warehouses

• Acurate Stock Costings

• Mixed Warehouse Locations

• Purchase Order Match-up

• Serial Number Tracking

• Batch  Tracking Management

• Multi-sku Products

• Purchase Order Pre-advise

QUICK PRINT

Print directly from the web 
browser to the label printer 

without the need for preview 
windows.
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WORKFLOW05
Increased Efficency Scalable System that 

Grow with You
Saves Money Without 

Losing Quality
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Service

REFURB*

*

*service and refurb may be subject to additional charges

fefo



For a full list of features visit 

www.pickpackdirect.com

OUR MAIN FEATURES
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Warehousing Sales

Mixed product locations Manual order creation

Multiple stock ownership XML sales feeds

Multiple EANs per SKU API sales feeds

Live stock checking and reporting Linnworks integration

Perishable stock management Volo integration

Live perishable stock checking and reporting Magento integration

Create new warehouse locations and barcodes Shopify integration

Configure warehouse location attributes Returns management

Multiple warehouses with live inventory Sales filters

Non sellable locations management Pre-test shipping labels

Live warehouse optimisation Tracking numbers against orders

Query location and stock Produce quotes

Quick booking in on handheld Rule based courier selection

Detailed product booking in for batch and perishable items Accounting

Instant product creation Exporting to sage

Picking & Dispatch Exporting to quickbooks

Create and book shipments with couriers Export to CSV

Handheld picking strategies (priority, KPI, group, courier, zone, flow) Invoice batching

Order bounce to supervisor Customer invoices

Auto print without PDF pop ups CRM

Packing slips Supplier management

Paperless picking Customer management

Serial number capture Address book

Multiple orders per picking route Task management

Branded auto disptach invoice emails Service Industry

End of day manifest Production

Reproduce labels Service

Stock Management Refurbishment

Pre-advise purchase ordering Supply

Purchase order creation and management Job Planner

Purchase order matchup reporting System

Batch management Advanced reporting

Stock campaigns Custom report building

Line based stock costing Configure user roles and permissions

Split stock channel selection User activity reporting

SERVICES

Aside from our software, we have built a strong, experienced team who are able to assist businesses with 
the various other duties surrounding warehousing. At Pick Pack Direct, we enjoy working with organisa-
tions to streamline their operations and pass our experience on. 
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With our network of customers throughout the UK, Pick Pack Direct is able to fill excess 
space in competitively priced pallet storage and management. 

Our services can provide short term storage or a longer term pick and pack solution. We 
have a variety of respected customers whose capabilities are endless.

We are happy to work with our customers in a variety of ways.

PALLET MANAGEMENT

To provide businesses with the necessary tools to efficiently and 
effectively manage their warehouses.

ABOVE AND BEYOND

OUR VISION

WAREHOUSE SETUPS

CONSULTING

TRAINING PACKAGES

Is a new warehouse on the horizon? Or are you thinking about reconfiguring your exist-
ing warehouse? Our knowledge and experience gives us the opportunity to assist in 
warehouse setups in anything from layouts to implementing software and processes. 

We are proud of what our customers have achieved when following them through their 
warehousing journey. 

With our experienced staff working on projects involving well-known brands, we have 
accumulated a vast wealth of knowledge that businesses looking for guidance or sup-
port can access. 

We don’t limit ourselves to the UK, PPd can consult with any sized project within any 
industry. Previous projects include normal pick pack operations all the way through to 
engineering organisations with internal operations. 

The relationship we have with our customers is an ongoing commitment. If required, 
we can hold onsite training or training in our 20 seater facility. These sessions can be for 
initial training all they way through to a refresher course if necessary. 

Training is catered for everyone involved with the Pick Pack Direct system so that every 
job role can perform to the highest standard. 



iXus
Group

STEP 
INTERGRATION
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We will visit you onsite to assess your current 
operation and demonstrate PPD features.

SITE VISIT01

Following our inital visit, we will setup PPD 
onsite and test prior to live date.

SITE SETUP02

Training can be done both at our offices, or 
onsite with the customer.

TRAINING03

Our relationship does not stop there. Regular 
checkins and top class software support are 
provided.

ONGOING SUPPORT04
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TESTIMONIALS 
ABOUT OUR 
SERVICES

Our work comes highly recommended, these are some 

statements from a selection of our valued customers.
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“iXus Group moved to PPd about 12 months ago during its startup phase and we can honestly 
say it has changed the way we work completely. 

Picking, packing and dispatching has never been so easy, tracking every movement of the 
items until they get to our customers. 

It has allowed us to move towards a paperless warehouse for incoming and outgoing stock 
with 100% traceability.”

“With excellent Customer Service the PPD team implemented an excellent system of order 
processing, stock control through to despatch and delivery, that has totally supported 
Primepac before during and after implementation. And all this was done with a very short 
timescale.”

“Pick Pack Direct has provided us with an original and ever evolving WMS solution that  
continues scale as our business grows.”

iXus Group

Prime Pac Solutions

Aquatix-2u

F.A.Q.

No. We don’t contract longer than a month 
at each time in order to ensure your business 
is happy with the service we provide.

Yes. We can create custom modules to fit the 
exact requirements of your business, allow-
ing you to work more efficiently.

Are there any long-term 
commitments?

My Business has complex 
workflows, can you work 
with extra requirements? 

Of course. PPd can do end-to-end fulfilment 
through our product management software. 

We can. If your website isn’t standard Ma-
gento, Shopify or Volo we can integrate our 
software into your website to provide you 
with easy access.

Does Pick Pack Direct do 
Warehouse Fulfilment?

Can PPd connect to my 
website? 
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Registered Office 

The Old Bank House

17 Maplas Road

Newport

NP20 5PA

If we’ve caught your interest, feel free to contact us 
on any of the details listed below.

Contact Us
@pickpackdirect

enq@pickpackdirect.com

www.pickpackdirect.com

02921 921 790

Offices

Unit 44

Pencoed Technology Park

Pencoed

CF35 5HZ

Company Number

11816835

VAT Number

318079592


